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SHOP JAZZ

Icons Among Us: Jazz In The Present

Tense (DVD)

Sarah Vaughan: The Divine One

(DVD)

“A very special moment in my career was the meeting

with mytical Cuban group La Vieja Trova Santiaguera,

where we shared stage at the Festival Internacional de la

Cano d'Empuries (Girona, Spain) and ended up

performing together in front of 2,000 people."

SONGWRITING

The songs are based on well-defined musical structures

that alternate the AABA form ("De par en par," “En la

palma de mi mano," “La rosa azul") with the verse/chorus

("Siempre nos quedara Paris," “Mas y mas," “Aire de

mar") proving solid songwriting skills.

Skills which were shaped through different experiences in

the US: “As my girlfriend by then was from Concord, New

Hampshire, in 1998 I travelled to the US to attend an

event called 'the Songwriting Expo' in Pasadena where I

met Pat Pattison, considered one of the authorities in

lyricwriting. Discovering these new concepts then was

surprising to me as most of us songwriters in Spain didn't

have access to this information and just did it our way,

mostly by imitating the craft from established artists we

admire. Then later I studied thoughtfully Sheila Davis's

books to understand the lyricwriting craft from a

professional standpoint. So from then on I started

incorporating these concepts into my songs, which was a

quite traumatic process as initially lead me to produce a

series of rigid songs, which had no soul, a sort style

exercises. So I started to pay more attention to concepts

like structure, rhyme and rhythm which I had been

consciously unaware of and which I'm sure they gave

more strength to my songs. Only with time and practice I

could recover the spontaniety I had before I started

getting in touch with these ideas."

The lyrics on the other hand, arise from a deeply romantic

feeling of someone who lives between the remembrance

of lost love and the enthusiasm for love that is yet to

come. There is also space for the history of a child's

attachment to a drum ("Mi tambor") and the philosophical

“En la palma de mi mano." His lyrics, which seek to find

the right words and respect the natural accent, and

melody, live in happy prosody.

Undoubtedly, Daniel Cros is a great artist both as a

songwriter with his ambition to create classics, and also a

performer, in the way he manages to convey what he

feels passionately but also temperately. He recreates his

own world, where love (lost & found) is the only thing

that matters. He uses art and expression in a way that

gives true meaning to his life.
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More Recent News | Local News

29-Jun-10 Sunset Jazz Summer Series Announced in

Newport Beach, California

29-Jun-10 JazzWeek Radio Chart: June 21, 2010

29-Jun-10 Music Producers Guild's Credit Where

Credit's Due Campaign

29-Jun-10 The Creators Project Takes Loud, Sweaty,

Encouraging First Steps

29-Jun-10 Orlando le Fleming - From Brooklyn with

Love (19/8)

29-Jun-10 Michael Jaeger Kerouac - Outdoors

(Intakt)

29-Jun-10 Jack Walwrath - Heavy Mirth

(Steeplechase)

This Week's Top News

22-Jun-10 Limewire: They Still Just Don't Get It

Jeff Lorber

Now Is The Time

FEATURED RADIO CHANNEL

Hard Bop

Serious head-bobbing charts from Art

Blakey, Miles Davis, and more.

TODAY'S PHOTO

Jazz For Dummies
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SHOWCASE SPOTLIGHT

 

The Britton Brothers Band

New CD: Uncertain Living




